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This report describes research in nuclear physics and elementary

              particle physics.  The nuclear research is all theoretical, but the high

energy research,id both theoreti cal and experimehtal. The report   i s
1 1

organized according to this three-way division of our research activities.

The reader is warned that some of the results presented here are

tentative and may be modified before publication.

,
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IIi   ELEMENTARY PARTICLE THEORY

1. Coherent Pionizat.ion.  (S. Gasiorowicz)

Work has continued on the study of multiparticle processes, with

particular emphasis on those features that do not depend on specific details

of models, and that will differentiate between different classes of models.

A particular class of exclusive reactions, which have been named coherent

pionization reactions, have been studied in collaboration with S. Mussinov

of Tel-Aviv University. These are reactions in which few (e.g. a pair) pions

are produced with low momentum in the center of mass frame.  Fragmentation

-4    -6
models (e.g. the nova model) predict cross sections of the order of 10   - 10

mb for the reaction

+
p+p  -0  p+p+ (i r + ,r-) slow inc.m.

If the dominant mechanism is multiperipheral, then the large overlap between

the intermediate states generated by pp and those generated by pp (  w-) Slow

leads to a sizable cross section, of the order of 0.1 - 1 mb.  The cross

section has been estimated by relating it to the inclusive cross sections

via the Mueller approach.  If the Pomeron is a factorizable pole then the

cross section is suppressed by a factor of (log s)2 because of the suppression

of the Pomeron-Pomeron-particle coupling in this configuration.  A paper

summarizing these considerations is being prepared.

Attempts have been made to devise some new approximation methods for

generating functionals for the Green's functions in the  04 theory, by using

the path-integral formulation of Feynman.  Various equivalent forms were

derived, and simplified, but no results, worth pursuing, were obtained.

'
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2. Convergence Properties  of Dual Amplitudds   i rl th6 Zero-Width

Approximation (D. A. Geffen) (COO-1764-161)

The problem of what kind of trajectories can arise from general forms

of dual amplitudes in the zero-width approximation has been under study.

The nature of the poles in t and hence the leading trajectory function,

94(t); can be related to the limiting behavior of the residue  an(t) of the
th
n   s-channel pole (s = sn) as n approaches infinite.  Expressing a dual

amplitude free of u-channel poles as a partial fraction expansion, the first

t-channel pole with spin J arises from the divergence of the expansion,

MCJ)(s,t) = sJ I    n
-      a.(t)

n=1   J,
S IS -S)n' n

as   t -2  tj   from   below.       It   has been found   that the convergence properties   of

this expansion fall into two classes, (i) the convergence is assured by

J+11          J+1D'Alembert's ratio test, lim n + oo {[an(t)/sn Ian+1(t)/sn+11-1 E Rn(t)}
+ £(t) > 1 for t < tJ' and, (ii) convergence is assured by Kummer's test

-1

lim n + -    u R (t) - un+1 +    £(t) >  1  for t< tj where I  Un  is ann n

divergent series and un + - as n +oo  .  For case (i), there is only one
anacceptable dependence  of  sn  on  n,  sn  -    sle      as  n  + - corresponding  to

aM(t)
- log t as t + -  .  Such a rapidly rising mass spectrum requires

infinite numbers of ghosts in M(s,t).  Nevertheless, this constitutes the

only known model for a dual amplitude which has non-linear trajectories

(D. D. Coon).  We have focused our attention, therefore, on case (ii) and

in particular, on the class of models where sn - na(log n)b with a > 0.  For

such models we find that the limit test applied to the an(t), if the limit

is uniquely defined for large n, defines the leading Reqqe trajectory
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function  a (t) by the relation lim n + co an(t)/an+1(t) +

1+ {1-   [1+041(t)]a}  /n.     Definitions  of      a (t)   can  be found fory

alternative forms for sn consistent with case (ii) (i.e. sn. (log n)b).  The
n

Veneziano model has an(t) = (1/n!)  knl(t+k), defining an(t) in terms of

its n zeroes.  We have observed that for a generalization of this form in

terms of the zeroes tnk of an(t) still will lead to a linear form for  aM(t)
provided lim n + - tnk + tk uniformly in k. Non-linear forms for  a (t)

.2m

can be generated.  For examples, take  an(t) = I    (log n)   tm which

In=0 (2m)1
by the limit test generates an 041(t)- ,/E.

While such forms for an(t) generate simple poles in t, consistent with

crossing, it has not as yet been possible to verify whether or not such

generalizations can be consistent with power boundedness of M(s,t) for fixed s

and large t.

3.   More Rigorous Inequalities From Positivity and Duality in the Zero-

Width Approximation (D. A. Geffen and D. D. Coon, University of

Pittsburgh)

Additional results have been obtained from the application of Coon's

crossed positivity theorem to dual amplitudes involving baryons of

arbitrary spin.  (See last years Progress Report for a general summary of

the major results obtained previously).

One of our most significant results, reported earlier, was the inequality

obtained between the masses of any dual baryon resonance and the masses
*

associated with· the leading meson trajectory.  This is most simply expressed

in   terms of Regge trajectory functions:        0 1(t)   2    aB(t)   - 1/2 where
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aM(t) is the leading P=C= (-i)J, I-0 exchange dedenerate meson

trajectory and  aB is any baryon trajectory.  We Have improved this

inequality by observing that a dual amplitude M(s,t) expressed by an

infinite sum of poles in s with t-polynomial residues can be transformed to

Ml(s,t) = M(s,g(t)) where q(t) is a transformation on t preserving the

positivity theorem requirement.  This extension of the theory yields the

inequalities

2
mjmJ+1  - J+1/2   '<M

where mJ' J integral, is the lowest mass of any meson with spin J and

M      is the mass of any baryon of spin J + 1/2.  In terms of trajectories,
J+1/2

for large enough t, this becomes,

OM(t) 2. aB(t) ;

a result closer by 1/2 to the remarkable observed equality,   aw-f =  ola +   '

This method of transformations, t +  g(t), can also be used to prove

mJ+N   1  mjmJ+2M   for   J,   N i nteqers,   whi ch, i n terms   of   the   1 eadi ng traj ectory

function, requires   091(t)  2   al loq t/tl as t + 00 .
The question of whether or not  a (t) can be discontinuous and still

arise from dual amplitudes has been explored.  Jumps in  a (t) at a pole of

M(s,t) in t cannot be, as yet, ruled out, but we have proven that, as t

increases,  a (t) must pass through every integer value so that all
M

recurrences on the leading w-f trajectory must be observed resonances if

duality is valid.  This result is particularly useful in light of the

difficulty experimentalists have had in locating leading recurrences with J>3.

/

1
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A summary of some of our results have been reported at the April 1972,

3rd International Conference On Experimental Meson Spectroscopy and at the

August 1972 Chicago-NAL International High Energy Conference and will

appear in both conference reports.  A full length paper for publication

in the Physical Review or elsewhere is still in preparation.

4.   Work Associated With the Internal Symmetry Of The Quarks And

Radiative Decays of Mesons (H. Suura)

"Quark Loop Dynamics and Meson Decays",   wi th   Bi ng-Li n Young,   DESY

Report 72/3, 1972, to be published in Nuovo Cimento.  (COO-1764-151)

"Testing Triplet Models", with T. Walsh and Bing-Lin Young, DESY

Report 72/21, to be published in Nuovo Cimento Letters. (COO-1764-152)

In these papers the effects of the charge of the quarks and the

internal symmetries on the hadronic reactions, especially the radiative

processes of mesons are discussed.

In the first paper, the three models, the Han-Nambu model with charm

singlet assignment for both the vector and pseudoscalar mesons (Model I), the

model of the first paper (Model II) and the Gell-Mann-Zweig model (Model III)

are probed with the mesonic radiative decays and the SU3 mass splittings of

mesons as critical tests.  The method used here is not the dispersion

relations but the quark loop method, where the lowest order quark loop

diagrams (with cut-off if necessary) are assumed to dominate the static

amplitudes.  Neither PCAC nor the vector dominance is assumed.  The method

gives the same result as the Adler low energy theorem as far as the 2 gamma

decay of the pion.  It is found that the model I is consistently the best

1
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in all the tests.  The model II is all right with the 2 gamma-decay of the

pion, consistent with the result of the first paper, but fails in

4+   27    and  w#wy    .     In the second paper, besides the model   I  and  I II  of

the first paper, the fractionally charged quarks with parastatistics of

rank 3 is also considered.  As tests of the internal symmetry and the

+-
quark charges, n+ 27 , n'+ 27 ,0 +  27  , e +e + all hadrons and

+-e  +e    +e+ +e- + all hadrons are discussed, and the relative rates

for the three models are predicted.

5. Work Associated With The Quark Vector Gluon System As A Model For Hadrons

(H. Suura)

"Selfc·Trapping Field of Quarks in Hadrons", DESY Report 72/7 (1972); a

revi sed versi on   ti tled "Coherent Vector  Gl uon   Fi el d i n Hadrons"    to   be

published soon. (COO-1764-149) and (COO-1764-150).

The quarks interacting with the vector gluon field is taken as a

model for the hadrons.  The gluon field is assumed so strong that it can

be treated classically.  The classical field is assumed to be proportional

to the total 4-vector momentum of the hadron, consisting of a constant

and Coulomb part.  The model is an exact opposite to the oscillator-

potential models in that it involves 1/r singularity at the origin,  a

field theoretical feature.  At the same time the model can be called

non-asymptotic, in that the 1/r asymptotic behavior can be justified only

when the quarks do not propagate asymptotically outside the hadron, where

the field would generally be damped li·ke exponentially.  In the spin
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independent approximati on, the slstem  can be solved very dasily  and   gives

a linearly rising spectrum for the infinite ionization energy (or

equivalently the infinite physical quark mass), and the exponential wave

functions show radius does not increase for the higher mass states.

6.   Long Range Potential Model of Hadrons (DESY Report (1972)) (H. Suura)
(COO-1764-153)                                                       '

Solutions for«L = 0 pseudoscalar and vector mesons in the above model

are obtained.  They have SU6 structure.  The pion decay constant and the

p-y  coupling constant for the unperturbed ground states satisfy the KSRF
+

relation and have the riaht order of magnitude.  The ratio  c(e  + e- +

, + -1/2vector mesons)/ aCe  + e-+ u  '+ u-) decreases like s in the present

model, whereas it is shown that the ratio approaches a constant in the

3-dimensional oscillator potential model.

7.    (J. Rosner)

During this period a systematic study was undertaken by the author and

a student, Wesley P. Petersen, to determine the nature of the symmetry

governing decays of hadron resonances.  The work is an extension of that

carried out earlier by the author and E. W. Colglazier and published in

Nucl. Phys. 827, 349 (1971)).  The purpose is to find what symmetry, if any,

is intermediate between SU(3), which is known to hold for particle couplings,

and SU(6) , whose applicability to decays of excited hadrons is stronglyW

questionable.

It was known from previous work, mentioned above, that a picture of

hadron decays motivated by the quark model, which envisions these decays as
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proceeding by creation   of  a  quark-antiquark  pair  with very specific quantum
PC   +4   3

numbers  (J      =0,a    PO state),is closely  rel ated  to  SU(6)w but possesses

just the additibnal degree of freedom needed to remove the most serious

discrepancies with experiment.  These discrepancies take the form of

the selection rules (which are not obeyed):  Al +  P(X=O)1, B + w(A=l)#.

In the present  work  wi th Petersen   (Phys.   Rev.   96,   xxx   (1972):

"Resonance Decays Involving Two Partial Waves") calculations in the 3Po
picture were simplified and applied to the case of baryon resonance decays.

Several experimental tests were suggested  to ·di stinguish ·between  SU(6)W

               and the less restrictive 3Po picture.

The 3Po picture has an alternative physical interpretation: whereas

SU(6)w relates decay amplitudes for different partial waves, the 3Po

picture breaks the connection between different partial waves, while keeping

all other SU(6)W relations intact.  Strictly speaking, this statement has

been verified so far only for those two-body decays involving at least one

pseudoscalar particle.  Work is continuing with Petersen on decays involving

a vector meson   and a nucleon,   and on photoproducti on 9   to   see   if this inter-

pretation holds in general.

The author has investigated the possibility that the 3Po picture

corresponds to some symmetry intermediate between SU(6)W and SU(3).  In fact,

there turns out to be a symmetry, a form of coplanar U(3) x U(3), which

is possessed by the 3Po picture but does not exhaust its predictions.  The

additional dynamics in the 3Po picture seems to be the assumed absence of

spin-orbit effects.  The relation of coplanar U(3) x U(3) to other

descriptions of resonance decays has been explored: J. Rosner, "Symmetries

and Mon-Symmetries of the Relativistic Quark Model", Phys. Rev. 116, 1972, to

be published.
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The work on soft pion production by e  - e- pairs with R. L. Goble

was expanded and has recently been published:  R. L. Goble and J. L. Rosner,

"Soft Pion Production by Electron-Positron Pairs,"  Phys.  Rev.  DS,  2345  (1972).

A note on resonance formation, sharpening suggestions implicit in

previous work, was recently written.  It predicts the existence not far above

threshold of at least one resonance in any two-body channel in which at least

one quark in one particle and a corresponding antiquark in the other particle

can annihilate one another.  Exceptions to this rule are few enough that it

may reflect a basic regularity of nature.  However, the rule predicts the

existence of exotic baryon-antibaryon resonances, and is thus subject to a

stringent experimental   test. The paper, J. Rosner, "Compul sory Resonance

Formation," has been submitted to Phys. Rev.

A study has been made of exchange degeneracies for baryons (see 1971-2

Proposal).  It is found that both backward meson-baryon scattering and baryon

+ antibaryon + meson + meson processes can be described by exchange of

degenerate trajectories in such a way that (a) no imaginary parts arise in

exotic channels, and (b) no contradictions with the observed baryon spectrum

arise.  In fact, the spectrum is exactly that of·the harmonic oscillator

quark model. Specific experimental predictions of this solution are

di scussed:J. Rosner, "Spectroscopic Consequences of Exact  Dual ity  for

Baryons," to be submitted to Phys. Rev. for publication.

PUBLICATIONS

1.  <R. L. Goble and J. L. Rosner, "Soft Pion Production by Electron-

Positron Pairs," Phys. Rev. 05, 2345 (1972). <COO-1764-154 
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2.   W. Petersen and J. Rosne , '1ReAona&ice becays Involving Two Partial

Waves," Phyl. Rev: 116, **x (1972).  (COO-1764-155)

3.          J. Rosher, "Symmetries and Mon-symmetri es   of the Relativistic Quark

Model," Phys. Rev. 26, xxxx (1972). (COO-1764-156)

4.   J. Rosner, "Compulsory Resonance Formation," submitted to Phys. Rev.
(COO-1764-157)

5.   J. Rosner, "Spectroscopic Consequences of Exact Duality for Baryons,"

to be submitted to Phys. Rev.   (COO-1764-158)

6.   J. Rosner and W. Petersen, "Resonance Decays Involving Vector Mesons"

(to be publ)  (COO-1764-159).

8.   (R. Goble)

In the past year processes involving the amplitude for 2y +   2 

have been considered within a dynamical approximation suggested by the

successes of PCAC and current algebra.  The possibility of fixing the low

energy  -w  scattering amplitudes at known small values from current algebra

and the requirement for PCAC that the amplitudes vary as slowly as possible

suggest that most of the variation of the 7T-7T partial wave amplitudes at

energies below about .9 GeV should come from the elastic cut and possible

resonance poles.  It should, therefore, be a good approximation to treat the

elastic cut exactly in a parametric form which allows resonance poles and to

neglect the variation due to other singularities.  The neglected singularities

are the left-hand cuts due to two and more pion exchange and the multipion

production thresholds on the right.  Both sets of singularities are expected

from current algebra and phase space to have small low-energy discontinuities;

the left-hand cuts are, in addition* on the other side of the point where

the amplitude is fixed by the current algebra low-energy theorem.  This

approximation is a parametric form corresponding to an infinite sum of
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"bubble" graphs with vertex functions having the lowest possible momentum

dependence (this last from the PCAC smoothness requirement).  It is most

fully described by L. S. Brown and R. L. Goble [Phys. Rev. 94, 731 (1971)],

where it is shown that the approximation provides a good description of  w-1

scattering below .9 GeV.

The work of the past year has been on two processes.  One (by Goble

and Rosner) is on the possibility of directly observing the amplitude for

+-+-
27 + 2w  in the process e e-  + e e w     now being measured in e e-

colliding beam experiments.  This is an improvement on the work by Goble and

Rosner described in last year's progress report.  The change has been the

finding of an analytic solution in which the two pion intermediate state

unitarity cut and the one pion exchanges left hand cut are both treated

exactly (in the previous work, only an approximate form for the left hand

cut was used), but multipion exchange left hand cuts and multipion production

thresholds are neglected.· This is the equivalent dynamical approximation

for this process to that described in Brown and Goble for  -# scattering and

again corresponds to an infinite sum of bubble graphs.  The qualitative

conclusions  were  the  same.  as  in  last  year' s work, though there  were  some

quantitative differences.  The presence of an analytic solution enabled a

much sharper discussion (within this approximation) of the uncertainties

in the amplitude compatible with PCAC and showed the possibility of a fairly

large uncertainty which can be resolved only by experiment or extra dynamical

information.  The conclusions about multipion production were unaltered

from last year.  The work is published in Phys. Rev. DS, 2345 (1972).

The second process considered (Goble) is the contribution of the two

pion intermediate state to the decay KI + 27.  This is calculated using the
.                                                                               

                                                       ''
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previ ously mentioned amplitude   for   27  4     f#. T e analysts shows   no

enhancement to be expected from strong interactions and that, within the

bpproximation, the purely strong and electromagnetic effects can simply be

separated so that the decay can be used to test models of weak interactions.

A plausible choice for the amplitude for 2y +  .21 gives a contribution

which has the magnitude that would be calculated in perturbation theory

with point-like pions, but shifted by the   -w  scattering phase.  This

leads to a unitarity lower bound that is smaller than the perturbation theory

result by about a factor of two; this is a branching ratio

r(Ko - 27)
- 10-6

r (K    -  ,+,-)

which is probably reachable in forthcoming experiments.  It is not rigorous

since it depends on the as yet unmeasured amplitude for 27 +  2*ir, so the

contribution could even be zero in the unlikely event that the rate for

27 +  21 were zero at the K mass.  The rate for K' + 27  could, of course,

be much larger than this lower bound; that would provide an important

constraint on models for the weak interactions.

(COO-1764-160)

-
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I.  NUCLEAR THEORY '''

1.   (B. Bayman)

(a) "Finite-range Two-nucleon Transfer Calculations", B. F. Bayman

and D. H. Feng.

The Monte Carlo method has been used to evaluate the 6-dimensional

integrals needed in the finite-range DWBA treatment of two-nucleon transfer

reactions.  Calculated cross-section ratios and angular distributions are

in good agreement with the results of zero-range calculations, for

transitions to natural parity states.  Zero range calculations predict that

there should be no population of un-natural parity states when two identical

particles are transferred.  Finite range effects allow population of un-

natural parity states, but this calculation shows that these are an order

of magnitude weaker than is needed to account for the experimental data.

This indicates that these data must be accounted for by multi-step processes.

Recent coupled-channel calculations support this view.

(b)   "Sum Rules For Two-Nucleon Transfer Reactions",  B. F. Bayman and

C. F. Clement.

A sum rule has been derived that relates one-nucleon and two-nucleon

transfer cross-sections for the same target.  Successful application has been

42       48
made to available data for Ca and Ca targets.  The use of this sum-rule

should give further insight into the changing occupation of single-particle

shell model states as we move through a major shell.
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1. "Surti Rules for Two-Nucleon Transfer Reacti ons,"      B. F. Bayman   and

C.  F.  Clement,  Phys. Rev. Letters  29  (1972) 1020. (COO-1764-162).

2.    "Distorted Wave Theory for Two-Mucleon Transfer" B. F. Bayman, invited

paper presented at the Symposium on Two-Nucleon Transfer and Pairinq

Excitations, Argonne National Laboratory Report PHY-1972H, 159. (COO-1764-

146).

3. "Monte Carlo Calculations of Two-Neutron Transfer Cross-sections",  B.  F.

Bayman and D. H. Feng, to be published.  (COO-1764-163).

3.    "Theory of Overlap Functions I Single Particle Sum Rules and

Centre-of Mass Corrections".(C. F. Clement).

Model-independent relations are obtained between the overlap functions

defined by projecting onto one another states of nuclei differing by one

particle.  Exact partial sum rules for spectroscopic factors obtained from

one-nucleon transfer reactions on non-zero spin target nuclei are derived,

and some applications to experiments on 2sl/2 and lf7/2 neutron transfer

are considered.

A straightforward derivation is given of the 1/A corrections to the sum

rules including the correction to the total single particle sum rule of

MacFarlane and French.  It is shown that the corrections are not negligible

for light nuclei,   and   the  ways in which they affect the interpretati on   of
16      40

knockout reactions in the lp shell and transfer reactions on 0 and Ca are

discussed.

Publications:

1. "Zero Orbital Angular Momentum Transfer Reactions Induced. by  6Li   Ions",

C. Clement and S. Perez, to be published.  (COO-1764-164)

2.    "Theory of Overlap Functions I Single Particle Sum Rules and Centre-of-

Mass  Corrections",  C. F. Clement,  to be published. (COO-1764-165).
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4.   (Y. C. Tang)              '

In the year 1972, the following projects have been completed:
-

(a)  "Study of d+d Scattering with the Resonating-Group Method and

an Imaginary Potential", with F. S. Chwieroth and D. R. Thompson.

The elastic scattering of deuterons by deuterons is considered with the

resonating group method.  The existence of reaction channels is approximately

taken into account by introducing into the resonatinq-group formulation a

phenomenological imaginary potential.  For the deuteron wave function, a

flexible three-Gaussian function is used, with the parameters adjusted to

mihimize the expectation value of the deuteron Hamiltonian.  This particular

deuteron function yields a very satisfactory behaviour for the form factor

and its use in the d+d calculation is shown to produce results very close

to those which would be obtained if the deuteron eigenfunction were used.

Comparison with experiment is made at 6.9, 12.65, 17.45, and 19.9 MeV.  At

all these energies, rather good agreement with the experimental differential

and reaction cross-section data can be obtained.  The imaginary potential

is found to be energy dependent and contain a strong odd-even orbital-

angular-momentum dependence.  Without this odd-even dependence, it is shown

that the diffraction minimum, observed experimentally at around 70', cannot

be reproduced.

(b)     "Non-Local and Majorana-Exchange Terms  in the Optical Model ",  wi th

G. W. Greenlees, W. Makafske (Columbia University), and D. R.

Thompson.

The suggestion that non-local terms arising from the effects of
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antisymmetrization in light systems should be present in heavier systems,

is examined.  The introduction of one such term into the optical

potential for proton-nucleus scattering produces significant effects at

backward angles.  It is shown that these non-local effects can be represented

almost exactly by the introduction of a Majorana component into the real

central potential.  The results are applied in an analysis of 30 MeV proton

40
elastic-scattering data from Ca

(c)  "Phenomenological Study of S-Shell Hypernuclei with  AN and  ANN

Potentials", with R. H. Dalitz (University of Oxford) and

R. C. Herndon (Nova University).

The binding-energy data of the s-shell hypernuclei and the low-energy  Ap

scattering data are analyzed in terms of a simple model which employs both a

A-nucleon (AN) and a  A-nucleon-nucleon (ANN) potential.  The AN potential is

chosen to be central, with a hard core of radius 0.45 fm and an intrinsic

range of 2.0 fm, and to have a charge-symmetry-breaking component.  Two types

of ANN are considered in this investigation, one being a phenomenological

central potential and the other being the strongly non-central potential

obtained by Bhadrui 9 Loiseau and Moaami using a two-pion-exchange mechanism.

The  AN potential fitted to the BA values for  AH3,  AH49 and  AHe4 and to

the  Ap scattering data (total cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries)

has a rather small degree of spin dependence and a strength in odd-parity

states which is only 20-70% of that in even-parity states.  This potential

gives overbinding for  AHe5 by more than 2 MeV.  The effect on this over-

binding problem of introducing a ANN potential into the analysis is

carefully examined.  It is shown that a repulsive central ANN potential
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does reduce. the calculated value for BA(AHeS) but that this is only by a

negligible amount, for general reasons· which are discussed.    For the non-

central   ANN potential, it is found that a proper account of nucleon-

nucleon correlations in the hypernucleat wave functions can modify its

effect greatly t6 an extent depending on the cutoff radius, d,adopted in this

potential.  For small valued of d (0.45 to 0.7 fm), this non-central  ANN

potential actually increases the overbinding; for d 2 0.7 fm, it does give

net repulsion but the reduction found in dA (ANeS) is far too small to yield

agreement between the caltuldted and experimental Values.

Publications:

(1)  "Study of d+d Scattering with the Resonating-Group Method and ah

Imaginary Potential",·Nucl. Phys. A189, 1 (1972). (COO-1764-166)

(2)        "Non-Local and Majorana-Exchange Terms   in  the  Opti cal Model " ,   wi 11

appear in Phys. Rev.  (COO-1764-167 )

(3)    "Phenomenological Study of S-Shell Hypernuclei with  AN and ANN

Potentials", will appear in Nucl. Phys. B. (COO-1764-168)

5.  (L. J. Parish)

"The Ground-State Properties of Liquid and Crystall ine Nuclear Matter",

(L. J. Parish and L. H. Nosanow)

Calculations are now in progress in the study of the possible importance

of a crystalline phase in the interior of neutron stars.  The ground-state

properties of both the liquid and crystalline phases of nucleon matter are

being investigated by performing a variational calculation for the ground-

1
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state energy of each phase using Jastrow correlated wave functions.  The

theory of quantum crystals, originally developed for atomic crystals, has

been generalized to incorporate spin-dependent interactions and Jastrow

correlations.  The most distinctive feature of this approach is that at

all stages of the calculation the short-range correlations due to the

nuclear force are explicitly maintained between all of the nucleons in the

system.  This is made possible by the use of Monte Carlo integration

techniques to evaluate the multi-dimensional integrals which are necessarily

involved.  Those correlations arising specifically from the antisymmetrization

of the wave function are treated by a cluster expansion in which successive

approximations are antisymmetrized with respect to successively larger numbers

of particles.  The initial·calculations employ spin-singlet and spin-triplet

interactions based upon the phenomenological Reid potential and state-

independent Jastrow correlations.  The leading approximation in the cluster

  expansion with respect to statistics involves only two-body statistical

correlations.  Preliminary results in these calculations indicate that the

crystalline phase of neutron matter has the lowest ground state energy at a

densi ty  of 0.4 nucleons/Fm3.     This  is in agreement  with the qualitative

results anticipated by several authors, but disagrees with the recent results

of Canuto and Chitre.  Canuto and Chitre have solved a first-order t-matrix

equation for the crystalline phase and conclude that this phase of nuclear

matter would be unstable up to densities as high as 1.5 nucleons/Fm%

Further research on this problem will include the investigation of higher

terms in the cluster expansion for statistical correlations and the effect

of state-dependence in the Jastrow correlations.   (COO-1764-154)  "High-

13      12
Lying Neutron-hole States Populated in the Reaction C(p,d)  C at 62 MeV."

L. Parish, et.al. (to be published).
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6.    (N. Kraus)

Two general classes of extensions to the random phase approximation

(Beliaev-Zelivinsky boson expansion, and particle-vibration coupling methods)

are studied by application on the exactly soluble pairinq plus monopole model.

The model is first defined then solved quite generally and in detail by

using known results for the group SP4.  A boson representation of the generators

of SP4 is also given.  Three classes of Beliaev-Zelivinsky boson expansions

are employed.  Of these, one is found to describe the system quite well above

and below the phase transition.  Another expansion is equivalent to the random

phase approximation plus finite perturbation theory, with the disadvantage

that ground state correlations must be explicitly calculated.  The particle-

vibration coupling method gave similar results as the latter boson expansion.

To obtain this agreement for the specific monopole operator, new graphs had to

be added then heretofore considered, and an effective specific operator defined.

Thus a prescri pti on was found to eliminate problems of basis redundancy   and

exclusion principle violations.  Energies, matrix element of the specific

monopole operator, one and two particle transfer matrix elements and

occupation numbers are also calculated.

Publications:

1.    "An Exact Solution of the Pairing Plus Monopole Hamiltonian Using a

Boson Representati on  of the Group  SP4",   with  J. A. Evans,   Phys. Lett. 37859   1971.
(COO-1764-168)

2.    "The Beliaev-Zelivinsky Boson Expansion and Particle-Vibration coupling

Methods In An exactly Soluble Model", with D. R. Bes and J. A. Evans, to

appear in the Journal of Physics.   (COO-1764-169)
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III.  Hiqh Energy Experimebtal

The experimental group has continued the analysis of optical spark

chamber data from a run at Argonne National Laboratory in 1970.  The

deuteron wave function has been studied by members of the experimental

group using elastic pd scattering data to determine the amount of D-state

present.  The interactions of K  mesons with protons are being studied in a

bubble chamber film analysis program being undertaken in collaboration with

other experimental aroups.

In addition to these activities the experimental .group is actively

engaged in preparing an experiment to be run this winter at A.N.L. entitled,

"A Study of 0 meson Production".  The group has also submitted a proposal

to the National Accelerator Laboratory whose approval has been deferred

pending the outcome of our earlier experiment at N.A.L.  Another proposal

by members of the experimental group in collaboration with several other

groups has been approved in principle at N.A.L.  This project concerns

the design and construction of a tagged photon beam.

1.   ,r- p + tn

The primary effort of the experimental group during the last year has

been the preparation of an experiment to be run at Argonne National Laboratory.

The experiment, "A Study of the Process  lT-p + tn" (ANL E-305) employs

sophisticated apparatus involving a number of Cerenkov counters, as well as

wire proportional chambers and an on4line PDP-9 computer.  The system is

designed for studying the energy dependence of the production process of

the  0-meson and its decay into a K K- pair.

The experiment consists of a two arm spectrometer with multiwire
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proportional chambers to detect incident pion and outgoing kaon trajectories

and two separate Cerenkov counters in each arm of the spectrometer for kaon

recognition.  These latter consist of conventional gas Cerenkov counters and

also Fitch-type counters with lucite radiators which can be tilted at various

angles to the incident particle direction for velocity selection.  This

equipment is now being installed at Arqonne for data collection between

October 1972 and March 1973.

During the winter 1971-72, tests of prototype proportional chambers and

their associated electronics were carried out in a test beam at Argonne

and experience gained in on-line data collection to our PDP-9 computer.

Various designs of the lucite Cerenkov counters were also tested and

tatisfactory operation observed.

2.   Electromagnetic Decays of Mesons

We have continued measurement an analysis of optical spark chamber

pictures from an experiment (ANL E-209) to study the reaction  -p +  yyn at

3.65 GeV/c.

Among the pictures in which three photons were detected a sharp  w'

00
signal is seen, corresnonding to the decay  w +   y.

A differential cross-section for the process was obtained, confirming

the absence of a dip at -t = 0.6 which would be expected from a simple p

exchange model of the process.  A branching ratio of 7.712.3 per cent was

obtained for this decay mode.  An upper limit of 1.1 per cent for the decay

pi + woy  was also obtained, consistent with existing data.  In addition, a

clean sample of n'y  events enabled an upper limit (2 standard deviations)
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of 7.5 per cent to be set to the ratio '(w + ny)/(w + Trly) compared to the

previous limit of 25 per cent.  Similarly an upper limit (p' + ny)/(po + all)

of 4 x 10-3 was obtained.  It had not been possible to search for this decay

in any previous experiment at 3.65 GeV/c.  Extrapolatioh from early bubble

chamber data at incident pion momenta below 2.5 GeV/c suggested that the cross-

section should be on the order of 20 U barn.  It was found to be less than

0.2 u barn.  This rapid change has been confirmed by more recent experiments

at higher energies.         e

3.   K p Interactions in the Resonance Region.

During April and May of 1972, we exposed the 85 cm bubble chamber at

DESY (Germany) to a neutral kaon beam.  We obtained 1 100 000 pictures of

these interactions in collaboration with groups from Heidelberg (Germany)

and Tel-Aviv (Israel) before going to Heidelberg with our collaborators to

discuss strategies for data analysis.

The neutral kaon beam was constructed by our collaboration at DESY in

Hamburg, Germany.  A 4.5 GeV/c electron beam impinged upon a beryllium target

to produce the neutral kaons with some neutron background after the charged

particles and gamma rays had been eliminated from the beam.  Our first run

in the fall of 1970 yielded 1.3 million pictures, and preliminary analysis

of this data indicated that we needed an additional one million pictures to

achieve sufficient statistical accuracy for detailed analysis of resonances.

For  thi s .second  run  we  were  able to effect a higher  kaon to neutron  rati o  in

the beam by a sui.table choice of abs6rptive materials and geometry.  The

momentum spectrum of. the kaons had a peak at 1.5 GeV/c with 80% of the kaons

having momenta between  0.5  and  2.5 ·GeV/c. This spectrum overlaps  the  low
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energy tail of the SLAC kaon spectrum at 2.0 GeV/c to give a region where

We can compare results; the energy of the SLAC kaon beam was too high to

study resonance formation effectively.  The kaon momentum spectrum was

determined from measurement of K2 decays and from three constraint fits of the
n+ +

reaction   1<2  +  K-p  Tr . Analysis   of the above reacti on consisted of looking  at

three-prong events, and many of these topologies were neutron interactions of

the type n p +  p p 1-.  Since these neutron events must be reconstructed to

identify the three-prong kaon events, we can study n p + p p A- and

n p + d  1- in preliminary stages at almost no extra cost.  These neutron

interactions may be used to test the one pion exchange parametrizations of

Durr, Pilkuhn, and Benecke, and they may reveal new features of deuteron

production.

In this experiment we produce and will analyze several higher mass

lambda and sigma resonances, and we hope to discover new S= +1 resonances.
*                              -*

We can see K  (890) and K (890) enhancements in the·raw data; these

resonances are produced with no relative normalization uncertainty because

they are generated   by   a   K2   beam  which has equal contri buti ons   from   both

strangeness components.  The energy dependence of these production cross

sections may be determined to test recent predictions by Dass and Froggatt.

We shall measure the lifetime of the short-lived neutral kaon, K1, via the

reaction K  p + K  p with high statistical accuracy.  A recent experiment

by Wehr el al has indicated that the presently accepted value may be five

standard deviations low.  This reaction is also the best known way to study
-

wo exchange mechanisms.     The Kl production  is a possible  way  to  test  the

differences between the Regge model of Ahmadzadeh and Kaufmann and the strong

cut Regge absorption model although both models have been equally successful
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in similar reactions.     We  see  an  enhancement  in the preliminary  data

around the   8(1236) region.  From   8(1236) production we shall test the

prediction of exchange degeneracy for the   p  and the A2 trajectories.

Our analysis of this film is crucially dependent upon receiving enough

computer time on the CDC 6600 to reconstruct our events.  Already our

progress has been interrupted twice while we sought additional funds for

computer time.

4.   PhotoProduction and Forbidden Decays of  $ Mesons.                                  1

The  $-nucleon total cross section was determined for photons incident

upoh   hydrogen and carbon   to   form   K K-   pairs   at   a fixed laboratory momentum

.of 5.2 GeV/c.  The experiment was performed with a double-arm spectrometer

at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) in collaboration with DESY and M. I.T.  The K K-

pairs were separated from a background of e e- and    1- pairs by four

large-aperture threshold Cerenkov counters and two lead-Lucite shower counters.

The protons were eliminated by time-of-flight techniques.  Using a Monte

Carlo method we determined the acceptance of the apparatus where the

multiple scattering and both two-body and three-body decays of the kaons

along the spectrometer were considered.  Corrections were made for dead time

of the electronics, beam attenuation in the target, target out rate, and K

absorption in the spectrometer material.  The analysis of the phi production

data followed the procedure of fitting the data with an equation proportional

to the square of the momentum, an exponential in four-momentum transfer and

the p-wave relativistic Jackson-Breit-Wigner formula.  To this product a
+

nonresonant  K  K was added,   but the background  as · a function  of  mass  was

taken to be flat over the narrow mass of the phi.  After background

-
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subtraction, the measured spectra were then integrated from a mass of 1005 MeV

to  a  mash  bf   1047   MeV. An additional   5% was added for contributi ons outside

this mass region to obtain the differential cross section with respect to

+-
solid angle.  The nondiffractive production reaction y p +p 0  A w  was

subtracted by using the data of the DESY bubble-chamber group.  The

incoherent contributions of the carbon target were subtracted by using the

closure model.  From the above we determined the differential cross section

for production at,zero degrees.  Then the total phi-nucleon cross section

+2 9
was determined from the vector-dominance relation to be'  9.8-3 3 mb at 5.2

GeV/c.  The total of 11 104 kaon pairs which were measured were shown to be

produced diffractively.

A search was made for the     - decay mode of the 0 which does not

conserve G-parity.  A total of 80 000 pion pairs at a laboratory  momentum

of 6.7 GeV/c were detected with a mass resolution of 8 MeV/(2 (full width

at half-maximum).  In the 600-900 MeV/(2 mass region the spectrum cannot

be fitted by only rho decayinq inte a pion pair, but shows interference

with omega decaying into a pion pair.  To search for a small contribution

from phi decaying into a pion pair, a grid in four-momentum transfer and

mass was made for the doubly differential cross section, which was fit to a

phenomenological function of the mass and the four-momentum transfer.  The

fit assumed full interference  of the phi with the pion Dairs of the

continuum.  The upper limit on the branching ratio of phi decaying to pion

pairs to all decays of the phi is 0.027% at the 95% confidence level.  This

is lower than previously published upper limits by more than an order of

magnitude.  Preliminary results have been published.

A
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5.   The D-Wave Component of the Deuteron Wave Function.

For almost twenty years a large discrepancy has been obvious between

the measured amount of tensor component in the deuteron wave function by

magnetic moment experiments and the theoretical predictions.  If one

measures the magnetic moment of the deuteron and assumes thal the proton and

neutron inside the deuteron retain their static values of magnetic moment,

then a simple calculation yields a 3. 9% D-wave component.  However,

theoretical calculations based upon boson exchange potentials predict values

around 7%.  Analysis of high energy hadron-deuteron elastic scattering

experiments has revealed that the measurement of differential cross sections

in the region where double scattering begins to dominate over single

scattering provides an independent method for studying the D-wave component

of the deuteron wave function.  For proton-deuteron and pion-deuteron elastic            
scatterina, the four-momentum transfer region 0.2 <t< 0.6 (GeV/c)2 is very

sensitive to the amount of D state in the wave function.  Until recently

wave functions that had different percentages of D-state also had other

peculiarities, which made it difficult to isolate the contribution of the

tensor component.  Feshbach and Lomon were able to fit the static and

asymptotic properties of the deuteron with D-wave percentages of 4.58%,

5.2% and 7.53%.  In their fits the magnetic moment was allowed to vary

slightly, but meson exchange currents may explain these differences.  Using

these wave functions we were able to show dramatic changes in the prediction

of the differential cross section in the region where double scattering

begins to dominate.  The ability of this method to predict the actual

percentage of D-state is dependent upon precise hadron-nucleon
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parameters and the capacity of the proposed wave functions to fit neutron-

protoh scattering data.  One must also ascertain whether the deuteron wave

function that influences a particle travelling at relativistic velocities

is the same wave function that is measured in magnetic moment analyses.  One

approach to this final problem is to determine the effects of non-local

potentials on the differential cross sections in the sensitive region.

6.   Tagged Photon Beam at the National Accelerator Laboratory.

This year minor modifications of the beam design have been made to

conform  wi th requirements   of   the MAL Proton-East Laboratory. Three experiments

will be accomodated in the area by the use of a splitting magnet located

approximately eighty feet upstream of the targets.  When either MAL

experiment #87 or #100 is running, the proton beam will be bent 6.4 mrad

east.  When the tagged photon beam is in operation the protons will be bent

6.4 mrad west.  This corresponds to about a foot separation between the

targets for these experiments.  Our original location of the proton dump

was modified to adapt to the NAL philosophy of having the targets and dumps

sitting on movable drawers that slide in and out of a heavily shielded target

box.  The beam has been made more achromatic at the final focus and its

acceptance  has been slightly increased.   .  Our MAL proposal   #144  to   1 ook   at

photoproduction and elastic Compton scattering, and our MAL proposal #174 to

study inelastic electron-proton interactions utilize this beam; their

approval depends upon our progress in constructing the beam.

-
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7. Coherent 0rddubtion  of p -mesons.

Consideration of our proposal P-148 at the National Accelerator

Laboratory will be made following  the completion of our Argonne experiment.

-           We propose to measure the coherent production of  p-mesons from incident T

mesons in the Coulomb field of heavy nuclei.  Characteristic features of

this process a Z2 dependence on the nuclear atomic number Z, a logarithmic

energy.dependence and a sharp forward peak in the production differential

cross section should make this process readily identifiable.  In principle,

we should be able to measure pwy coupling to a precision of a few
*

percent.  The same technique would be used to measure the KK y  coupling

and to search for heavy vector mesons  whi ch couple  to  the HY system.

8.   (E. Marquit)

During the academic year 1971/1972 Erwin Marquit was on sabbatical

leave at the Niels Bohr Institute.  There he engaged in the study of semi-

inclusive reactions involving strange particles.  The studies were based on

proton-proton interactions at 19 GeV/c in the CERN 2-meter bubblechamber

and formed part of general study of pp interactions at 19 GeV/c by the

Scandinavian Collaboration.  The results were reported at High Energy

Conferences at Oxford this spring and at Batavia in September.  A paper by

Erwin Marquit, "Comparison of Pion Momentum Distributions in 19 GeV/c

pp Collisions With and Without, Strange Particles" was also publi,shed in

Nuclear Physics.  Invited talks were given at Warsaw University, Warsaw,

poland and at the German Academy of Sciences in Zeuthen, German Democratic

Republic.

J
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Publications:

1.    "Photoproduction and Forbidden Decays of
 b

Mesons", Coleman, et.al.,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 28, 66 (1972).  (COO-1764-170).

2. "High Momentum Spectrum Pions Scattered by Deuterons", E. Coleman,

Chase, Codrant, Fesesse, Makdisi, Sillerud (to be published) (COO-1764-

171).

3. "Momentum Spectrum of Protons Scattered by Deuterons", E. Coleman,

et. al., (to be published) (COO-1764-172).

4.    "Pion-Deuteron Elastic Scattering at Intermediate Momentum

Transfers", Chase, Coleman,  et.al.  (to  be publ) (COO-1764-173).

5.    "Paper No. 836 at the 16th Intern. Conf. at Chicago, Sept. 72, Ruddick,

Marquit,  et.al., "The Reaction  Tr-P ---4,·Cgg + n  at  3.65  GeV/C".

(COO-1764-175).

6.    "Comparison of Pion Momentum Distribution in 19 GeV/c pp Collisions

with and without Strange-Particle Production", E. Marquit,

Mucl. Phys. 846, 568 (1972).
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